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STEP 1 – Warm up by asking students about toothpaste flavors. How many can they name? Have they heard of any 

uncommon flavors? Note that the following exercises are based on actual flavors put on the market.  

 

STEP 2 – Use Tasks A and B to review word order in inverted conditionals. Students may work independently.  

Answers: 

[Task A] 

1. If we (should) a new toothpaste flavor, I strongly suggest that it not be savory food like meat. 

2. If we had done further testing, we would have known that most people do not respond well to salty flavors like 

pickles. 

3. If we were in a position to create more test groups, we could experiment with sweet flavors such as cake. 

[Task B] 

1. Had someone asked me, I would have said that pine flavored toothpaste was a bad idea. 

2. Were it not brown, the coffee flavored toothpaste might sell better on the market. 

3. Should sales decline further, we need to revert back to the traditional flavors like mint. 

 

STEP 3 – In Task C, students may discuss the questions in pairs or small groups. 

Restating the boldfaced words: 

1. If you created a new flavor of toothpaste, what suggestions would you offer? 

2. New products need to be tested. If it were necessary, would you enjoy testing strange flavors of toothpaste? 

Why or why not? 

3. Are you willing to switch to a new toothpaste starting tomorrow? If you are willing, which kind would you buy? 

If you are not willing, which brand do you currently use? 

 

STEP 4 – In Task D, variations are possible. Discuss all ideas. Suggested choices: 

 

There are some very strange flavors of toothpaste. Why? Mint toothpaste sells well. However, 

companies create new products to meet new demands. If possible, they will even create a new demand 

with the help of advertising. A successful ad can make people want something they did not want before. 

If need be, advertisers can hire actors who demonstrate how wonderful a new product is, and then 

people become interested. Would you try pickle toothpaste? If not, perhaps pine or coffee toothpaste 

would be more appealing. The manufacturers of uncommon flavors count on buyers being attracted to 

novelty. Strong sales mean the product is successful. Otherwise, the product goes off the market. 
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TASK A. Understanding Inverted Conditionals  

Rewrite each inverted conditional so that it begins with “If…” and uses regular statement word order. 

1. Should we create a new toothpaste flavor, I strongly  

suggest that it not be savory food like meat. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

2.  Had we done further testing, we would have known  

that most people do not respond well to salty flavors 

like pickles.  

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

3. Were we in a position to create more test groups, 

we could experiment with sweet flavors such as cake. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

TASK B. Writing Inverted Conditionals 

Rewrite each conditional as an inverted conditional. 

1. If someone had asked me, I would have said that pine 

flavored toothpaste was a bad idea. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

2. If it were not brown, the coffee flavored toothpaste 

might sell better on the market. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

3. If sales should decline further, we need to revert back 

to the traditional flavors like mint. 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

The Meeting 

The Product 
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TASK C. Discussion 

Answer the questions. 

1. If you were to create a new flavor of toothpaste, what suggestions would you offer? 

2. New products need to be tested. If necessary, would you enjoy testing strange flavors of toothpaste? 

Why or why not? 

3. Are you willing to switch to a new toothpaste starting tomorrow? If so, which kind would you buy? If 

not, which brand do you currently use? 

 

Can you restate the boldfaced words in questions 1-3? Use full conditionals in 2 and 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TASK D. Reading 

Use the words in the box to complete the text. 

 

 

 

There are some very strange flavors of toothpaste. Why? Mint toothpaste sells well. However, 

companies create new products to meet new demands. ______________ they will even create a new 

demand with the help of advertising. A successful ad can make people want something they did not 

want before. ______________ advertisers can hire actors who demonstrate how wonderful a new 

product is, and then people become interested. Would you try pickle toothpaste? ______________ 

perhaps pine or coffee toothpaste would be more appealing. The manufacturers of uncommon flavors 

count on buyers being attracted to novelty. Strong sales mean the product is successful. 

______________ the product goes off the market.  

 

if possible  if need be  if not  otherwise 
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